Program

Gaga Medley                          arr. Andi Zhou

Apologize                             arr. Erik Flaten
  Courtney VanWinkle, voice
  Tim Rooney, Sprechstimme

Aladdin Melody                        arr. Erik Flaten
  Kim Straka & Mitchell Armstrong, voice

You Raise Me Up                       arr. Erik Flaten
  Eli Blaisdell, voice

Over the Rainbow                      arr. Evan Norberg
  Amanda Kunz, America’s Sweetheart
  Marina Christopher, bass
  Heather Thomas, drums
  Dan Taylor, piano

Hymn Arrangements                     arr. Erik Flaten
  Micah Parker, Kim Straka, voice
  Vanessa Moss, violin

She Tells her Love                    John Pickett
  orchestrated by Erik Flaten
  Kim Straka, voice
  Ryan Wickman, clarinet
  Clare Bresnahan, Heather McRostie, Vanessa Moss, violin 1
  Brian Miles, Peter Miliczky, Kyle Unruh, violin 2
  Jessica Jasper, Peter Gorak, Kim Roy, viola
  Brooke Scholl, Casey Felt, cello
  Jason Prindle, bass

Arrangements by Flaten and Friends

Clare Bresnahan & Brian Miles, violins
  Jessica Jasper, viola
  Brooke Scholl, cello
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